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Abstract. The wide and extreme diversity of object size is an ever-
lasting challenging issue in object detection research. To address this
problem, we propose Reverse Densely Connected Feature Pyramid Net-
work (Rev-Dense FPN), a novel multi-scale feature transformation and
fusion method for object detection. Through reverse dense connection,
we directly fuse all the feature maps of higher levels than the current
one. This avoids useful contextual information on the higher level to
vanish when passed down to lower levels, which is a key disadvantage
of widely used feature fusion paradigms such as recursive top-down con-
nection. Therefore, a more powerful hierarchical representation structure
can be obtained by effectively aggregating multi-level contexts. We apply
Rev-Dense FPN on SSD framework, which reaches 81.1% mAP (mean
average precision) on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset and 31.2 AP on
the MS COCO dataset. The results show that Rev-Dense FPN is more
effective in dealing with diversified object sizes.

Keywords: Object Detection · Convolutional Neural Networks · Fea-
ture Pyramid.

1 Introduction

Object detection is one of the key techniques for significant applications in vi-
sion research, such as autonomous driving, intelligent video surveillance, and so
on. Due to the prevalence of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), recent
years have witnessed a remarkable progress in object detection literature. Fol-
lowing either the two-stage paradigm stemming from the R-CNN [7] and Faster
R-CNN [25] series, or the one-stage framework stemming from YOLO [23] and
SSD [21], endeavors have been devoted to improving detection performance.
Among these efforts, a critical class of approaches [21, 18, 27, 15] are proposed
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to deal with the multi-scale problem caused by a wide and extreme diversity of
object sizes, which is an ever-lasting challenging issue in object detection.

Generally, existing works are naturally conducted on the basis of multi-scale
detection frameworks, i.e., multi-scale single stage detectors like SSD or multi-
scale variants of Faster R-CNN. Then feature fusion techniques are developed
to enhance low-level features for small objects, such as FPN [18], TDM [27],
FSSD [17], etc. The main idea of these approaches is to recursively fuse deeper-
layer features onto shallower layers, making lower-level features more discrimi-
native and boosted by contextual information. However, for a complicated image
with multiple objects of different scales, it is hard to determine which upper-layer
features above the current layer are helpful. The recursive top-down connection
which is widely used in existing model solutions such as FPN or TDM may
cause the useful information from higher level to vanish along the layer-by-layer
propagation path, which makes it hard for lower-level features to benefit from
the contexts delivered by upper-layer features. To address this problem, in this
paper, we propose Reverse Densely Connected Feature Pyramid Network (Rev-
Dense FPN), a novel multi-scale feature fusion method which obtains feature
pyramid by reverse dense connections.
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Fig. 1. The recursive top-down connection used in [18, 27](left) vs. the proposed reverse
dense connection (right). T denotes a learnable layer and F denotes fusion operation.
Different colors of modules indicate different functions. In the left part, blue T s are
lateral layers while yellow ones are top-down layers. The fusion operation F is element-
wise addition for FPN and concatenation for TDM. In the right part, blue T s are layers
for adjusting the receptive fields while the yellow ones are layers for channel reduction.
F is concatenation.

As shown in the right part of Fig. 1, for each level of layer, a reverse dense con-
nection directly aggregates features from all the upper-level layers. Through this
type of connection, it avoids the aforementioned problem of recursive connection
that higher-level contextual information may vanish as it is passed recursively
to the lower levels. Since we concatenate several higher-level feature maps with
increasing receptive fields, the representation obtained for the current level is
highly hierarchical and contains rich multi-level conditional information, thus it
tends to be more capable of dealing with the diversified object sizes. Moreover,
by applying direct linking, the reverse dense connection also makes informa-
tion flow forward and backward more smoothly through the network, so that
the optimization of deep model parameters can be more sufficient. In our work,
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we choose a set of feature maps from the backbone network and apply reverse
dense connection for each of them. This will generate a new set of feature maps
which are taken as our final feature pyramid for the consequent operations. The
corresponding feature pyramid transformation is denoted as Rev-Dense FPN
since reverse dense connection is the major operation for construction of such
pyramidal representation.

We apply Rev-Dense FPN to the SSD detection framework and show that
SSD with Rev-Dense FPN can obtain a significant performance gain compared
with the original SSD baseline as well as other feature fusion methods. Reaching
higher accuracy, our method only suffers a small speed drop. We conduct object
detection experiments on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [5] and the MS COCO
dataset [20]. Results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed
Rev-Dense FPN. Using only the moderate-sized VGG16 [28] network as back-
bone, our approach obtains 81.1% mAP on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset
and 31.2 AP on the MS COCO dataset, outperforming a number of multi-scale
feature fusion methods as well as some state-of-the-art detectors.

Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:

– We propose Rev-Dense FPN, a multi-scale feature fusion method based on
reverse dense connection, which directly aggregates features from all the
feature levels higher than the current one, forming a hierarchical feature
pyramid representation that is boosted by aggregating multi-level contexts
more comprehensively.

– We apply Rev-Dense FPN to the SSD network and show that SSD with
Rev-Dense FPN can obtain a significant performance gain compared with
other feature fusion methods. Besides, our method can also be applied to
other state-of-the-art object detection frameworks.

– Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the pro-
posed Rev-Dense FPN on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset and the MS
COCO dataset.

2 Related Work

2.1 Two General Frameworks for Object Detectors

One-Stage Detectors. One-stage detector, also called single-stage detector,
can be termed as a more powerful class-aware Region Proposal Network (RPN) [25].
Typical works for one-stage detectors include SSD [21], DSSD [6], YOLO v2 [24],
RON [14], RetinaNet [19] and so on. Taking a resized image as input, the detec-
tor runs in a fully-convolutional manner. Through one forward pass, the detec-
tor outputs category probabilities and bounding box offsets for all pre-defined
anchors, which are then interpreted and post-processed by removing duplicate
boxes. One-stage detectors are usually endowed with relatively faster speed, but
with lower potential of accuracy.
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Two-Stage Detectors. Another paradigm for CNN-based object detectors is
introduced by the R-CNN [7] and Faster R-CNN [25] series, which are called
two-stage detectors. Typical works are SPPNet [10], ION [1], R-FCN [3], Mask
R-CNN [8], Light-Head R-CNN [16], etc. These detectors first generate a sparse
set of candidate boxes (i.e., object proposals or region proposals) via a fully
convolutional class-agnostic weak detector, i.e., the Region Proposal Network.
Then the generated proposals are processed by a head subnet that classifies
these proposals and offsets their locations. Because the feature for each Region-
of-Interest (RoI) is better aligned and more fine-grained than the single-stage
framework, two-stage approaches usually get high accuracy. The weakness of
two-stage methods is their relatively lower detection efficiency.

2.2 Multi-Scale Feature Fusion

Detecting objects of a wide range of scales has long been a difficult problem.
Before the advent of multi-scale detection frameworks, there have been algo-
rithms that fuse features from different layers to build ”hyper-feature map”.
These methods typically choose one single feature map with the most appropri-
ate spatial scale, pick some features from other layers (often higher-level layers)
and then fuse them together to construct the final feature map on which the
detection task happens. Such operations have been applied on HyperNet [15],
MS-CNN [2] and PVANET [12].

Since a single feature map is hard to cover objects of various scales, there
come up multi-scale detectors like SSD and multi-scale Faster R-CNN. Under
multi-scale detection frameworks, the feature used for detecting objects is natu-
rally a feature pyramid. Objects with different scales are respectively distributed
onto the corresponding levels of the feature pyramid. To enhance pyramidal rep-
resentation for multi-scale detection, there are several works based on feature
pyramid transformation.

Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [18] is the first work that performs fea-
ture pyramid transformation to get better features, especially for the early stage
feature maps to which small objects are assigned. The main idea of FPN is to re-
cursively fuse the more discriminative and semantically consistent features from
higher levels onto the current one. Through the aggregation, objects assigned
to lower levels are better detected. However, FPN uses element-wise addition as
its fusion manner, which can make features to be highly miscellaneous. Instead
of element-wise addition, TDM [27] uses concatenation to fuse higher level fea-
tures. But to avoid information loss, TDM keeps a large channel number when
applying concatenation, making it computationally inefficient. TDM also keeps
recursive linking as used in FPN. This may cause higher-level information to
diminish when it is propagated top-down, especially when there are relatively
more feature levels. Besides FPN and TDM, FSSD [17] involves another fusion
manner which takes some levels in early stages with relatively larger spatial
scales and fuses them together, then down-samples the fused feature map to get
higher pyramid levels. FSSD is concise and lightweight, but it suffers the draw-
back of early-stage fusion, which will limit the capacity of the representation.
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Additionally, there are also works based on reorganizing features, like STDN [29].
STDN expands a group of smaller feature maps to a larger plane. Since it uses
DenseNet [13] as its backbone network which naturally combines features from
previous layers, explicit feature aggregation across different layers is not used.

3 Rev-Dense FPN

3.1 Reverse Dense Connection

For convenience of illustration, we first formulate the mechanism of multi-scale
detectors (with feature pyramid transformation) as follows:

Given n feature maps of decreasing spatial scales C = {Ci}ni=1 chosen from
the backbone network, a group of transformations Φ = {φi}ni=1 is then conducted
on C to yield a feature pyramid P = {Pi}ni=1. For each φi, it takes a subset of
C ∪ {Pk}nk=i+1 as input and outputs Pi. Then a series of detection operations
{deti(·)}ni=1 are applied on P correspondingly to get the detection results D =⋃n

i=1Di, where Di = deti(Pi). More specific mathematical expression is shown
as follows (Algorithm 1):

Algorithm 1 Multi-scale detectors with feature pyramid transformation.

Input: Chosen backbone stages: C = {Ci}ni=1.
Output: Transformed feature pyramid: P = {Pi}ni=1; Detection results: D =

⋃n
i=1Di.

1: Initialize P = ∅, D = ∅.
2: for i = n : −1 : 1
3: select Si ⊆ C ∪P
4: Pi = φi(Si)
5: update P = P ∪ {Pi}
6: for i = 1 : n
7: Di = deti(Pi)
8: update D = D ∪ Di

Through the formulation it is obvious that the transformation procedure Φ is
critical for the quality of the feature pyramid P used for detection. For works like
FPN [18] and TDM [27], φi is defined as a recursive aggregating operation, which
takes the last-step generated Pi+1 and the current backbone stage Ci as inputs
and outputs the current-level fused feature map Pi. The context information
of higher-level layer Ci is first aggregated with Ci−1 and then passed to lower
layers Cj(i−j ≥ 2). Such recursive aggregating operation may cause the context
information Ci to diminish in Cj(i − j ≥ 2), which is swiped away and of no
contribution for detection in Cj(i− j ≥ 2).

In our work, we introduce reverse dense connection instead of recursive con-
nection and use concatenation as our feature fusion strategy. Specifically, to
obtain Pi, we take all {Ck}k≥i as the input of φi. For each Ck, some operations
are applied to either reduce the channel number and match its spatial scale with
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Ci or adjust its receptive field. Then the transformed feature maps are con-
catenated together to form Pi. Since all the feature map levels higher than the
current one are taken as the input of φi and their information is linked to the
current level, this type of connection is naturally called reverse dense connection.

There are several advantages of reverse dense connection.

First, our reverse dense connection passes contextual information of various
higher levels directly to the current stage, which avoids information to diminish.
It is commonly recognized that detecting objects of various scales in a compre-
hensive image needs contextual information, especially for small objects whose
features often appear at shallow layers and are less discriminative. However, due
to the high complexity of data, it is hard to distinguish which level of contextual
information is helpful for classifying objects on the current one. Therefore, it is
better to pass all contextual information of various higher levels directly to the
current stage.

Second, concatenating several higher levels that have increasing receptive
fields yields hierarchical representation. Boosted by multi-level contexts, such
hierarchical representations tend to be more discriminative.

Third, direct linking in reverse dense connection reduces the number of re-
peating times for stacked learnable modules, leading to more efficient information
flow and smoother optimization.

In the next section, we will describe in detail both the formulation of {φi}ni=1

and our Rev-Dense FPN based on reverse dense connection.

3.2 Feature Pyramid Transformation for Rev-Dense FPN

In this section we describe in detail Rev-Dense FPN. Suppose we have chosen
n backbone stages C = {Ci}ni=1. After the Rev-Dense FPN transformation, it
outputs n fused feature pyramid levels P = {Pi}ni=1.

As shown in Fig. 2, for backbone stage Ci, we apply a 3×3 convolution with
k1 output channels. For each backbone stage in {Ci+1, Ci+2, . . . , Cn}, a 1 × 1
convolution with k2 output channels is applied, followed by a bilinear up-sample
operation to match the spatial scale of Ci. These convolution operations are
used for the sake of projecting the representations of {Ci, Ci+1, . . . , Cn} into
a common space for fusion. Finally, we fuse all the resulted feature maps by
concatenation and get Pi.

It should be noted that the 1× 1 convolution is performed only once for one
certain stage Ci for computation efficiency. And then we apply several bilinear
up-sample operations with different spatial outputs to match different scales of
C1, C2, . . . , Ci−1 for later fusion.

k1, k2 are tunable parameters. Typically, k1 is set larger while k2 is much
smaller, similarly to the growth rate in DenseNet [13]. For all the convolution
layers used in Rev-Dense FPN, we do not apply non-linearity to their outputs.
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Fig. 2. Structure of Rev-Dense FPN. Taking a set of backbone stages with decreasing
spatial scales, it outputs a feature pyramid of the same sizes. The gray dashed arrow
lines indicate the propagating direction of the backbone network. Each of the colored
arrow lines corresponds to a bi-linear up-sample operation, which is marked by a small
circle. The number in the small circle suggests the level number for the targeting spatial
size when up-sample is performed.

According to the description above, the feature pyramid transformation Φ =
{φi}ni=1 for Rev-Dense FPN can be mathematically formulated as follows:

Pi = φi(Ci, Ci+1, . . . , Cn) = F i
3×3(Ci)⊕

(
n⊕

k=i+1

Up
(
F k

1×1(Ck), size(Ci)
))

(1)

Where F denotes convolution, ⊕ denotes concatenation and Up is bilinear up-
sample operation.

3.3 Network Architecture

We adopt SSD as our baseline algorithm to validate the effectiveness of Rev-
Dense FPN. The backbone network is VGGNet which is exactly the same as
original SSD.

For input size 300× 300, the SSD baseline extracts 6 feature maps to detect
objects of different scales. As shown in Fig. 3, the feature maps extracted are
conv4 3, conv7, conv8 2, conv9 2, conv10 2, and conv11 2. The corresponding
spatial scales are 38, 19, 10, 5, 3, 1. To apply Rev-Dense FPN, we first omit the
last level conv11 2 for its extreme small spatial size. Then for conv7 that has 1024
channels, we add a 1× 1 convolution layer followed by relu activation to reduce
the channel number to 512. Such channel reduction is for the sake of computation
conservation and the reduced feature map is denoted as conv7′. Therefore, the
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chosen backbone stages are C = {conv4 3, conv7′, conv8 2, conv9 2, conv10 2}.
Then Rev-Dense FPN transformation Φ is applied to C (with n = 5), yielding
P = {Pi}5i=1. To keep the number of feature levels consistent with baseline, we
add conv11 2 in and take P∪{conv11 2} as our final feature pyramid. At last we
add classification and localization layers on the final feature pyramid to obtain
detection outputs.

VGG Base Net

Conv Layers

Conv4_3 Conv7 Conv7 ’ Conv8_2 Conv9_2 Conv10_2 Conv11_2

1024512 512 512 256 256256
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Fig. 3. Network architecture for applying Rev-Dense FPN on SSD300. The blue dashed
rectangle encloses the input for Rev-Dense FPN transformation, while the purple
dashed rectangle denotes the output. The cube with gray dashed border denotes that it
is not contained in the input maps. The channel numbers of the output feature pyramid
are in accordance with configuration k1 = 384, k2 = 48.

For input size 512× 512 where there are 7 levels extracted by the baseline SSD,
we also adopt similar strategy, i.e., omit the last level when apply Rev-Dense
operation, reduce the dimension for 1024-channel map and apply classification
and localization layers on the final feature pyramid.

4 Experiments

We conduct experiments on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset [5] and the MS
COCO dataset [20], which have 20 and 80 categories respectively. In the fol-
lowing sections, we first describe the implementation details of our approach
(Section 4.1). Then in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3, we will describe training
and testing settings on the two datasets and show the experimental results. To
demonstrate the flexibility of our method, we also extend Rev-Dense FPN to
two-stage method (multi-scale Faster R-CNN with FPN), which is shown in
Section 4.4.
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4.1 Implementation Details

We implement SSD with Rev-Dense FPN using the deep learning framework
PyTorch [22]. The training objective is a combination of classification loss and
localization loss. And the definitions of both the two components are consistent
with the original SSD. Since there are many up-sample operations with large
scaling factors in Rev-Dense FPN, we set the weight of localization loss to 1.5 for
better spatial alignment of the final feature pyramid. Base VGGNet pre-trained
on ImageNet [4] is used for initialization. For all the layers without ImageNet
pre-trained parameters, we use the uniform version of the MSRA method [9]
to initialize their weights randomly. At the beginning of training procedure, we
apply the linear warm-up strategy. Specifically, we set the learning rate to 1/3
of the base learning rate at the first step, linearly increase it to the base learning
rate through the following 300 steps and then keep on. The other details are kept
the same as the original SSD, such as sampling strategy, hard example mining
rules, data augmentation, etc.

4.2 PASCAL VOC 2007

Settings of Training and Testing. For the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset, we
use the voc07trainval and voc12trainval for training and test the models on the
voc07test set. We use a batch size of 32 and the SGD optimizer. The momentum
is set to 0.9 and the weight decay is 0.0001. We train our models for 250 epochs
in total (173k iterations). The learning rate is 10−3 for the first 100k iterations
(using the warm-up strategy described in Section 4.1), 10−4 for the next 40k
iterations and 10−5 for the rest iterations. At the testing stage, NMS (Non-
Maximum Suppression) with 0.45 IoU threshold is performed as post-processing
operation to remove duplicate boxes. Finally, we evaluate the mean average
precision (mAP) on the voc07test set.

We train our models with 4 Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GPUs and test on a single
GPU. We implement two Rev-Dense FPNs including Rev-Dense FPN (SSD300)
and Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512) with input size 300× 300 and 512× 512 respec-
tively. We set k1 = 384 and k2 = 48 for Rev-Dense FPN (SSD300) and k1 = 256
and k2 = 48 for Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512).

Study on the Effectiveness of Rev-Dense FPN. To demonstrate our argu-
ment that reverse dense connection is superior to recursive top-down connection
for multi-scale feature fusion or feature pyramid transformation, we conduct the
following experiments with SSD300 as baseline:
Transplant FPN to SSD We transplant FPN to the SSD detector. We implement
the connection structure defined by FPN and set output channel number of the
lateral layers to 256, which is most commonly used by the community. The
backbone stages chosen for the FPN transformation are all the 6 feature maps
extracted by the baseline. We do not omit the last feature map. The reason is
that in methods based on recursive top-down connection, up-sample operations
always happen between two consecutive feature levels. Therefore, there is no
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extreme scaling factor for up-sampling in FPN. The resulted model reaches 78.3%
mAP (see Table 1), which is by 0.9% lower than Rev-Dense FPN.
Transplant TDM to SSD Similar to transplanting FPN on SSD, we add modules
as described in [27] to SSD. The output channel numbers for lateral layers, top-
down layers and out layers are set to 128, 128 and 256, respectively. This is
slightly different with [27] in which the three numbers are inconsistent at each
stage. We choose the largest ones and keep them consistent, since we think
this will enhance the representation power of the model. All the 6 feature maps
extracted by SSD are taken as the input of TDM. As shown in Table 1, SSD with
TDM reaches an mAP of 78.2%, which is by 1.0 point lower than Rev-Dense
FPN.
Remove Reverse Dense Connections To verify that it is the reverse dense con-
nections from higher-level layers that contribute to our method rather than the
projection operations which happen on the current levels, we remove reverse
dense connections from higher-level layers for ablation study. With the removal
of reverse dense connections, the mAP point drops to 77.9% (see Table 1), which
is by 1.3 points lower than the model with reverse dense connections from higher
levels.

Table 1. Experimental results of recursive top-down connection vs. reverse dense con-
nection for multi-scale feature fusion (feature pyramid transformation). The baseline
for this group of experiments is SSD300. All the models are trained on voc07trainval
and voc12trainval and tested on voc07test.

Feature pyramid transformation Connection style mAP (%)

None (Baseline) - 77.5

FPN [18] Recursive top-down 78.3
TDM [27] Recursive top-down 78.2

Rev-Dense FPN (SSD300) w/o reverse connections - 77.9
Rev-Dense FPN (SSD300) Reverse dense 79.2

The experiments above validate that reverse dense connection is better than
recursive top-down connection. As shown in Table 1, using reverse dense con-
nection, Rev-Dense FPN (SSD300) reaches 79.2% mAP. But for the methods
based on recursive top-down connection FPN and TDM, the mAPs are around
1 point lower than our Rev-Dense FPN (SSD300), which supports our point
of view. The removal of reverse dense connections as ablation (77.9% mAP vs.
79.2% mAP) also verifies its contribution.

Ablation Study on Which Backbone Stages to Choose. To further study
the contributions of different feature levels, we conduct another ablation experi-
ment in which various combinations of input backbone stages are involved. With
the basic setting {C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6} = {conv4 3, conv7′, conv8 2, conv9 2,
conv10 2, conv11 2}, we consider the following combinations of {Ci}6i=1: (C2, C3,
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C4, C5, C6), (C1, C3, C5), (C1, C2, C3, C4) and (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5), using SSD300
as the baseline. The selected stages in a combination are taken as the input of
Rev-Dense FPN transformation while the backbone stages excluded are kept the
same in the output feature pyramid. Results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Ablation study on which backbone stages to choose. The baseline is SSD300.
All the models are trained on voc07trainval and voc12trainval and tested on voc07test.

Backbone stages Number of levels mAP (%)

None (Baseline) - 77.5

(C2, C3, C4, C5, C6) 5 78.4
(C1, C3, C5) 3 78.7
(C1, C2, C3, C4) 4 78.8
(C1, C2, C3, C4, C5) 5 79.2

As the results suggest, leaving the lowest level out entails the poorest result
(78.4% mAP). This indicates that small objects can benefit largely from reverse
dense connections. Without being involved in the fusion transformation, low-
level features for small objects become less of representation power. Taking the
interleaved 3 stages as the input of Rev-Dense FPN yields similar performance as
using (C1, C2, C3, C4) (78.7% mAP vs. 78.8% mAP). But adding C2 and C4 back
reaches the highest performance (79.2% mAP), which proves their importance.
Through the comparison between the last two items, the contribution of level
C5 is also confirmed.

Results on PASCAL VOC 2007. We show the experimental results on PAS-
CAL VOC 2007 for Rev-Dense FPN (SSD300) and Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512).
As shown in Table 3, using only the VGGNet as backbone, our Rev-Dense FPN
(SSD300) reaches 79.2% mAP, surpassing many other SSD-like detectors, in-
cluding DSSD321, DSOD300, STDN300 and FSSD300. Reaching high accuracy,
Rev-Dense FPN (SSD300) runs at a high speed (70.9 fps), which is only of a
small speed drop compared to SSD300 and is faster than FSSD300 as well. For
input size 512× 512, our Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512) reaches 81.1% mAP, which
is also higher than STDN513 and FSSD512. Though DSSD513 is slightly higher
than our method, it is much slower than out Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512). Note
that there is huge gap of model capacity between the two backbone networks
(VGGNet [28] for Rev-Dense FPN vs. ResNet-101 [11] for DSSD). ResNet-101
is much more powerful than VGGNet. With such huge gap, our Rev-Dense FPN
(SSD512) is by a small margin lower than DSSD513, which validates the effec-
tiveness of our reverse dense connection.
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Table 3. Experimental results on the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset. The baselines
(SSD300 and SSD512) reported here are our own implementation, with SSD300 slightly
higher than the original paper (77.2% mAP) and SSD512 the same. For Rev-Dense
FPN (SSD300), we set k1 = 384 and k2 = 48. For Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512), we set
k1 = 256 and k2 = 48. All the entries listed use voc07trainval and voc12trainval as
training data and use voc07test as test data.

Method Backbone Input size GPU Speed (fps) mAP (%)

Faster R-CNN [25] ResNet-101 600× 1000 K40 2.4 76.4
R-FCN [3] ResNet-50 600× 1000 - - 77.0

SSD300 [21] VGGNet 300× 300 1080Ti 83.3 77.5
SSD512 [21] VGGNet 512× 512 1080Ti 39.2 79.8

YOLOv2 [24] DarkNet-19 544× 544 Titan X 40 78.6
DSOD300 [26] DS/64-192-48-1 300× 300 Titan X 17.4 77.7
DSSD321 [6] ResNet-101 300× 300 Titan X 9.5 78.6
DSSD513 [6] ResNet-101 513× 513 Titan X 5.5 81.5
STDN300 [29] DenseNet-169 300× 300 Titan Xp 41.5 78.1
STDN513 [29] DenseNet-169 513× 513 Titan Xp 28.6 80.9
FSSD300 [17] VGGNet 300× 300 1080Ti 65.8 78.8
FSSD512 [17] VGGNet 512× 512 1080Ti 35.7 80.9

Rev-Dense FPN (SSD300) VGGNet 300× 300 1080Ti 70.9 79.2
Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512) VGGNet 512× 512 1080Ti 38.0 81.1

4.3 MS COCO

Settings of Training and Testing. For the MS COCO dataset, we train our
model on the COCO2017 train set and test on the COCO test-dev set. The batch
size is 32 and the SGD optimizer is used. We set the momentum and the weight
decay to 0.9 and 0.0001. The model is trained for 110 epochs in total (around
403k iterations). The learning rate is 10−3 for the first 280k iterations (using the
warm-up strategy described in Section 4.1), 10−4 for the next 90k iterations and
10−5 for the rest. At testing stage, NMS with 0.5 IoU threshold is applied.

We implement Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512) on the COCO dataset and set
k1 = 256, k2 = 48.

Results on COCO. We evaluate our model on the COCO test-dev set, us-
ing the official evaluation server. Results are shown in Table 4. On the COCO
test-dev set, Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512) reaches 31.2 AP, which is by a large mar-
gin higher than the SSD512 baseline. It also reaches comparable result as the
SSD513 which uses the much powerful ResNet-101 for backbone. Though the
AP of Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512) is slightly lower than STDN513 and FSSD512,
it is worth noticing that for the performance on small objects (APS), our result
is the highest (15.5) among the listed methods. Since small objects are mostly
distributed onto lower-level layers which benefit most from reverse dense con-
nections, the result further suggests the effectiveness of reverse dense connection
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Table 4. Experimental Results on the COCO test-dev set. All the entries are trained
on the COCO2017 train set or the trainval35k set which is identical. Column 3∼5 show
the AP points corresponding to different IoU thresholds (AP : AP points averaged
over IoU thresholds 0.50:0.05:0.95. AP50, AP75: AP point when IoU threshold is 0.5 or
0.75). The last 3 columns show the AP points corresponding to different object scales.
Subscripts S, M , L represent small, medium, large respectively.

Method Backbone AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL

YOLOv2 [24] DarkNet-19 21.6 44.0 19.2 5.0 22.4 35.5
SSD512 [21] VGGNet 28.8 48.5 30.3 10.9 31.8 43.5
SSD513 [6] ResNet-101 31.2 50.4 33.3 10.2 34.5 49.8
STDN513 [29] DenseNet-169 31.8 51.0 33.6 14.4 36.1 43.4
FSSD512 [17] VGGNet 31.8 52.8 33.5 14.2 35.1 45.0
Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512) VGGNet 31.2 52.9 32.4 15.5 32.9 43.9

and the representation power of its resulted features boosted by hierarchical
multi-level contexts. Some visualized samples are shown in Fig. 4.

4.4 Rev-Dense FPN on Two-Stage Method

To demonstrate the flexibility of Rev-Dense FPN, we apply our approach to a
state-of-the-art two-stage detector, Faster R-CNN with Feature Pyramid Net-
work (FPN). In the original configuration of [18], the chosen backbone stages
are C = {res2 2, res3 3, res4 5, res5 2} in ResNet50. Then FPN is applied on
these maps, yielding P1 to P4. Finally, a 1×1 2-stride max-pooling is performed
on P4 to get P5. For the experimental settings of ours, we keep the same C as
the input of Rev-Dense FPN. k1 is set as an increasing sequence of {240, 320,
400, 480} and k2 is set to 80. As FPN does, we use 3× 3 convs to post-process
the fused maps and output 256 channels. The MS COCO dataset is adopted. We
train both models for 180k iterations, using batch size of 8. The learning rate is
0.01 and it is then divided by 10 at 120k and 160k iterations.

Table 5. Results of FPN vs. Rev-Dense FPN for two-stage method. Both models are
trained on the COCO2017 train (trainval35k) set and tested on the COCO minival set.

Method Backbone Input size AP AP50 AP75 APS APM APL

Faster R-CNN w/ FPN [18] ResNet50 ∼ 600× 1000 35.4 56.8 37.9 18.2 38.5 48.0
Faster R-CNN w/ Rev-Dense FPN ResNet50 ∼ 600× 1000 35.9 57.4 38.6 19.0 38.6 48.8

As the results shown in Table 5, with Rev-Dense FPN, the detection performance
is better than FPN in all the metrics, suggesting that Rev-Dense FPN is flexible
to two-stage method and can make effective improvement as well.
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Fig. 4. Some visualized results of Rev-Dense FPN (SSD512) on the COCO test-dev
set. Score threshold is set to 0.5 for displaying.

5 Conclusions

We develop a new multi-scale feature fusion mechanism for object detection. Our
approach, denoted as the Rev-Dense FPN, performs reverse dense connection
that directly fuses features from all the higher levels to the current one. Taking
a set of feature maps from the base network, for each of them, we first project the
current stage, then compress dimension for all the higher levels and concatenate
the obtained maps onto the projected current stage after scale matching. By
applying Rev-Dense FPN to SSD, we show that Rev-Dense FPN composed by
reverse dense connections can achieve higher performance than approaches based
on recursive top-down fusion manner. Experimental results demonstrate that
reverse dense connection is more effective and Rev-Dense FPN can learn a more
powerful representation which benefits from multi-level contexts and contributes
to detecting multi-scale objects, especially small objects.
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